Eight Reasons to Use Respondus Monitor®

Fully automated proctoring for online exams

Respondus Monitor is the leading automated proctoring system for higher education. It uses a student’s webcam and artificial intelligence to prevent cheating during online exams. You won’t find a more cost-effective, user-focused solution for online proctoring.

- **Builds upon LockDown Browser**, the “gold standard” for locking down a student’s computer or device during an online exam.
- **Integrates seamlessly with your LMS.** Students access exams in the LMS as they normally do; instructors do everything within the LMS too.
- **Monitor AI™** is the most advanced artificial intelligence system for automated proctoring, performing a second-by-second analysis of the exam session.
- **Review Priority™** ranks proctoring results by risk, helping instructors know which sessions warrant deeper scrutiny.
- **24/7 Live Chat** provides students with immediate, friendly support without putting the burden on instructors or the institution.
- **In-App training resources** and videos provide everything an instructor needs to effectively use Respondus Monitor.
- **Flexible pricing options** (tiered, unlimited, or student purchase) enable institutions to start small and increase usage at their own pace. Universities on “unlimited” licensing plans often pay as little as 25 cents per exam session.
- **On-demand proctoring** means that students can take exams at any time, with no scheduling required.

Selected by **1500 universities** to proctor over **50 million exams** annually.

“Respondus Monitor reduces cheating significantly. Simply put, students know they can’t cheat. And I get a truer picture of how each student is performing.”

Dr. Pats Neelakantan
East Stroudsburg University of PA

respondus.com/monitor